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A new focus on an increase in female managers
The number of working women is increasing in Japan. As you can see in the Chart 1, the number of
female workers has been on an upward trend since 2014 while that of male workers has remained
flat for the long term. The Health, Labour and Welfare Ministry (*1) suggests it is mainly because
women became more positive about working after marriage, boosting rates of married female
workforce participation. As a result, Japan climbed the ranking of female employment rates from 25th
out of 34 OECD countries in 2012 to 13th out of 35 countries in 2019.
Chart 1: The number of employees (10k)

Chart 2: Ratio of female managers among all the managers
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Higher female workforce rates have increased demand in various fields. For example, working
couples prefer to live in a place from which they can commute easily while working parents need
accessible services for their children including nursery schools and baby-sitting. In addition, working
women may want to eat out or buy ready-cooked foods rather than cook time-consuming menus by
themselves. Companies that have responded to these demands have enjoyed strong earnings
growth, while those that put emphasis on door-to-door sales suffered. Given that 1.98 million women
were seeking jobs according to the Labour Force Survey in 2020, the number of working women may
keep increasing for a while, but the growth rate is expected to slow down from the increase of 3.34
million between 2013 and 2020. While the increase of working women has grabbed the spotlight at
home so far, I think we should now shift our focus to another trend.
I note the number of women in Japan who get promoted to section/department manager or director
should rapidly increase due to the following three reasons. First, the ratio of women in managerial
positions at home is 13%, which falls below those of other developed countries at 30-40%, with much
room for improvement (Chart 2). Second, both companies and investors are seeking to raise the ratio
of female managers amid growing interest in ESG and SDGs. Third, the proportion of 15 -24 year-old
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female full employees as well as that of women who didn’t quit jobs at the time of the first childbirth are
increasing (Chart 3 and Chart 4 respectively). While women workers have to get employed and keep
working before getting management positions, these barriers may be becoming lower than before.
Chart 3: Ratio of full employees aged from 15 to Chart 4: Ratio of wives who didn't quit jobs at
24 excluding students
the time of the first childbirth
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Employees at domestic companies can usually enjoy an increase of salary whey they get promoted. If we
set the salary of those in non-managerial position at 100 with no consideration of gender, assistant
managers, section managers and department managers get approximately 130, 170 and 200
respectively (*2). As the Health, Labour and Welfare Ministry (*1) cites positions as the top reason of the
gender gap in salaries of full employees in Japan with the length of service as the second big reason, the
gender gap in salary is expected to narrow with an increase of female managers. While Japan cannot pin
hopes on significant increases in either the population or income, female managers are one of the few
segments where both the numbers and income will increase.
Which companies will benefit from an increase of female managers? With no statistics that directly
answer this question on hand, all we can do is to guess by analogy. The government's statistics showed
women spend more on clothes, shoes, furniture and household products than men in Japan. Hence the
increase in women's income may boost sales in these goods. As incomes of spouses are positively
correlated, we can focus on goods and services which are favoured by these higher income households.
Industries of those items such as food/education services, apparel makers and shoemakers may benefit
from the increase of women’s income.
The increase of female managers should not only boost their income but change how they spend their
time at home. Given a survey by Rikkyo University that revealed husbands start to spend more time on
housework when the annual income gap between the two falls below JPY2 million while husbands’
housework hours do not expand even if their wives work longer hours, men's housework hours are likely
to expand with an increase in women’s income. An increase in husband’s voices in decisions on
purchasing household products may create new hit products.
The way to manage the household budget is also likely to change. Wives may tend to hold the household
purse strings at many families in Japan, but the rate of women holding purse strings decreases and each
person manages his/ her income individually when women earn as much or more than their husbands.
So wives might let go the power to control household budgets while men’s spending behaviors will
change with an increase of female managers. We can also expect other changes; husbands may change
their jobs in tune with their wives’ carriers, increasing the number of job changes by husbands, or men
will find that high income is not enough to find a marriage partner and start to pay more attention to their
appearances. Each change should bring us an investment opportunity.
Reference
*1) “Situations of Working Women for the fiscal 2020” published by the Health, Labour and Welfare
Ministry
*2) “Basic Survey on Wage Structure for the fiscal 2020” published by the Health, Labour and Welfare
Ministry
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